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Presentation Overview

Defining NIST SP-800-207, M-22-09, M-21-31

Evolution of ZTA and the need to reduce complexity

Real World ZTA - Cyolo’s approach to ZTA and Identity-Based Connectivity

 Implementing Cyolo for ZTA and Identity-Based Connectivity

 Identity Modernization

 Identity Federation

User Experience Architecture Overview

Accomplishing ZTA Goals (per NIST SP 800-207, M-22-09 and M-21-31)
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NIST 800-207 – The “Official” ZTA Standard

All data sources and computing services are considered resources

All communication is secured regardless of network location

Access to individual computational resources is granted on a per-session basis

Access to resources is determined by dynamic policy and may include other attributes

The organization monitors and measures the integrity and security posture of all owned and 
associated assets

All resource authentication and authorization are dynamic and strictly enforced before access is 
allowed

The organization collects as much information as possible about the current state of assets, 
network infrastructure, and communications and uses it to improve its security posture
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Memorandum M-22-09 / EO 14028
Moving the U.S. Government Toward Zero Trust Cybersecurity Principles

 Federal staff have enterprise-managed accounts, allowing them to access everything they need to do their job 
while remaining reliably protected from even targeted, sophisticated phishing attacks.

 The devices that Federal staff use to do their jobs are consistently tracked and monitored, and the security posture 
of those devices is taken into account when granting access to internal resources. 

 Agency systems are isolated from each other, and the network traffic flowing between and within them is reliably 
encrypted. 

 Enterprise applications are tested internally and externally and can be made available to staff securely over the 
internet. 

 Federal security teams and data teams work together to develop data categories and security rules to 
automatically detect and ultimately block unauthorized access to sensitive information. 

 This strategy places significant emphasis on stronger enterprise identity and access controls, including multi-
factor authentication (MFA). Without secure, enterprise-managed identity systems, adversaries can take over 
user accounts and gain a foothold in an agency to steal data or launch attacks. 
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Memorandum M-21-31 / EO 14028
Improving Investigative & Remediation Capabilities Related to Cybersecurity Incidents 

 Information from logs on Federal information systems(for both on-premises systems and connections hosted by third parties, such 

as cloud services providers (CSPs)) is invaluable in the detection, investigation, and remediation of cyber threats. 

 This memorandum was developed in accordance with and addresses the requirements in section 8 of the Executive Order for 

logging, log retention, and log management, with a focus on ensuring centralized access and visibility for the highest-level 

enterprise security operations center (SOC) of each agency. 

 In addition, this memorandum establishes requirements for agencies to increase the sharing of such information, as needed and

appropriate, to accelerate incident response efforts and to enable more effective defense of Federal information in and executive 

branch departments and agencies. 

 This memo establishes a maturity model to guide the implementation of requirements across four Event Logging (EL) tiers (EL 0 –

EL 3).

 CYOLO, while not a SIEM, does retain required ZTA Logs for our platform, in acceptable formats for specified timeframes and can 

forward them to any specified event retention, logging or monitoring platform.
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Core ZTA Logical Components
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We know that VPN isn’t enough to solve these challenges.So the first generation of ZTNA came. This helped. It brought visibility & control, cloud scalability & minimized the attack surface.But it’s not enough. What we really need is the next generation of ZTNACyolo ZTNA 2.0 brings an extra layer of security and flexibility.Most ZTNA providers keep their customer’s access policy, user data and private keys in their cloud. So, if an attacker breaches them, they have access to all your sensitive data. And we’ve seen it happen in real-life with Solarwinds and FireEye. ZTNA 2.0 keeps all sensitive data with the customer at all times. And, as  organizations have diverse environments, we need a solution that’s flexible and lego-like to fit every use case. They need to be able to leverage the benefits of the tools and solutions that they have already invested in.�____________________Unopinionated architecture Coverage No data kept in the cloud Data retention Customer always retains data ID Federation & Password Protection  Password cloaking capability (hide internal passwords from external users) why federated??? Internal passVPN  ZTAKnock knock – visibility. & ControlApplication access instead of network access (minimizing attack surface, Service segmentation)Based on verifiable identity ZTA--> ZTNA 2.0The slideNo customer data is kept in the Cyolo cloudApplication access. No risky network accessEnforce continuous authorizationAdd MFA, device auth and SSO to any app or systemEnable advanced compliance requirementsRemote & On-site setup (incl. Air gapped networks)Discretionary Cloud usageEnable ZTNA for legacy and native apps Just in time 3rd party accessSupervised Access, Recorded Sessions for full audit trailNo change management requiredAgentless Full integration with the existing security stack (API driven)Integrate multiple accounts into one secure identityThe fastest ZTNA platform, by designCyolo’s ZTNA2.0 Platform is unlike anything in the market today – let’s talk about how we’re different. True Zero Trust means that you do not have to blindly trust your vendor with all of your data and traffic. If Cyolo were to be breached, your data would still remain secure and in your hands. The same cannot be said for vendors who utilize traffic exchanges. You can add identity-based controls such as MFA and SSO, along with ZTNA to all of your applications and resources. All of these features ensure that you can be compliant with your regulatory bodies. Cyolo allows you to connect anything, everywhere, anyway. Connect users to local and remote resources, connect your branch offices to your HQ, seamlessly converge networks during M&As, and more. Full support for legacy and native client applications all without an agent. Lastly, Cyolo is meant to be simple to deploy for any environment. No firewall changes are needed, no GRE or VPN tunnels to a vendor datacenter - just a few clicks, one line of code, and 10 minutes are all you need. 



The Real-World Driver for ZTA Capabilities  - Increasingly Complex Environments
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More ResourcesMore Managed and 
Unmanaged Devices

More Hybrid Users More Applications

Cloud Data CentersInternal NetworksOn-Prem Data CentersSaaS Apps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’d like to show you how it works, at a high level.�The architecture that I’m presenting now is relevant for most organizations today whether they have remote users or onsite users within the network.   In order to allow users outside the network to start working with Cyolo’s  ZTNA 2.0, the admin just needs to install our IDAC (or ID access control) connector. The installation takes just few mins as i mentioned earlier.�Not only can it be installed quickly, but you also don’t need to change anything in your existing environment (You don’t even need to provide a legitimate IP address to our IDAC) as opposed to what the competition requires customers to do.the admin just needs to allow the IDAC to go out with a secure channel (TLS) to our cloud platform. �For a remote user to start working, the user will need to login through (+portal)our, or any other, application portal. technically the user is initiating a secure channel (TLS session) towards our cloud platform. (Unlike ALL other ZTNA solutions out there, we never open the traffic in our cloud because we dont have the keys We realized that if we have all the visibility and controls in our cloud platform, first of all - it won’t be true Zero Trust. Secondly, we won’t be able to deal with the basic assumption of ZT -which is -  assume breach and design accordingly. )�It’s important to note that Cyolo’s cloud only looks at the metadata because we don’t want to have any visibility into the traffic – so traffic is routed through us, but is not visible or encrypted. .and According to the metadata, the solution decides to which tenant and which IDAC to send the user and his device for authentication and policy enforcement.�Once the policy is satisfied, the circuit between the user and the specific resource will be closed and the user will be provided with a very narrow application access that is controlled, monitored and supervised. The admin will place our IDAC in every place that’s holding applications and resources in which they want to provide Zero Trust connectivity for their users. (+IDAC)�to ensure Zero Trust connectivity for onsite users - which is especially relevant for industrial organizations and mission critical networks (like SCADA for example), the customer admin will simply install our optional component – called Cyolo Edge. (+) (You can look at this like putting the Cyolo cloud inside the private network.) (This component not only provides the organization with better security, but it is also provides them with better performance )It allows the org to provide zero trust connectivity even to offline networks and protect areas that are only accessible internally. (It is super easy, and allows the admin to manage the entire environment from one place, no matter where it’s being spread.)����_____________________________________________________________Id like to show you how it worksThe architecture that I’m presenting now is relevant for most organizations today. You have users inside and outside of the organizational network, plus apps and resources that are running from the organization’s datacenter, co-location services, hosting, or VPCs. +In order to start working with our implementation of ZTNA 2.0, the IT or the Security team just need to install our IDAC (or ID access control) connector. The installation takes just few mins as i mentioned earlier.Not only can it be  installed quickly, but you also don’t need to change anything in your existing environment (You don’t even need to provide a legitimate IP address to our IDAC) as oppose to what the competition require customers to dothe admin just need to allow the IDAC to go out with TLS to our cloud platform. So, once they have a remote user coming, he’ll login through (+portal)our, or any other, application portal. But technically he will initiate a TLS session towards our cloud platform. (Unlike ALL other ZTNA solutions out there, we never open the traffic in our cloud because we dont have the keys )We realized that if we have all the visibility and controls in our cloud platform, first of all, it won’t be true Zero Trust. Secondly, we won’t be able to deal with this basic assumption of ZT -which is -  assume breach and design accordingly. Therefore, we look at the metadata because we don’t have any visibility into the traffic – which is encrypted.and According to the metadata, we decide to which tenant and which IDAC to send the user and his device for authentication and policy enforcement.Once the policy is satisfied, we close the circuit between the user to the specific resource and will provide very narrow application access that is controlled, monitored and supervised. The admin will place our IDAC in every place that’s holding applications and resources in which they want to provide Zero Trust connectivity for their users. (+IDAC)We have a solution It is also important to ensure Zero Trust connectivity for users that are already inside your network. This is important for all organizations, but especially for industrial organizations and mission critical networks. To provide Zero Trust connectivity to resources inside your network, you’ll need to install our optional component – Cyolo Edge. (+)You can look at this like putting the Cyolo cloud inside your network. This not only gives you better security, but it is also giving you better performance. It allows you to deal with offline networks and protect areas that are only accessible internally. It is super easy, and you can manage your entire environment from one place, no matter where it’s being spread. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PATHS1. remote - unmanaged -IDP, MFA, casb - SaaS - application 2. onsite -managed -nac ACTIVE DIRECTORY, ADC - datacenter -  application 3. 3rd party  - unmanaged -VPN, active directory, MFA, TERMINAL - azure - server 4. ot operator - managed -VPN, PAM - critical network - workstation 5. admin -managed - PAM, VPN,  -datacenter  - kubernetes To emphasize the complexity - This is how it looks from the corporate point of view when trying to securely connect multiple users with different needs to their working environments�As you can see, it’s impossible to manage and has a massive impact on productivity�(It’s problematic for all sides. �Users need to install and juggle multiple tools. Often this means that they are spending more time trying to work than actually working and being productive.�Security and IT teams are investing large amounts on multiple controls and complex projects, and wasting resources on managing, maintaining and integrating these controls. )��Funny slide?�I mentioned before that many companies are managing multiple tools to cover all of their security needs. The organizational cyberspace is extremely complex and distributed, and a big problem with most of the tools out there is that they lack flexibility and simply won’t cover all your needs in this complex environment.  Tools are often bound to a specific platform, network or user population or a special application or protocol. This means companies need to purchase more and more tools and integrate between them to create one organizational policy. So, for example ‘Company X’ might have multiple use cases and is using various tools to manage their security. Let’s take a look at how they tackle a few different use cases. Let’s say they have a remote user on an unmanaged device that needs to get to a SaaS application. The user has to go through CASB, an IDP and MFA before getting access. Now they have an onsite user that has to access apps located in their datacenters. Here they go through NAC, ADC & user directory. Or a 3rd party user on an unmanaged device needs to connect to servers located in their virtual private cloud. Here company X puts them through a VPN, terminal, IDP and user directory. And so on.You can see, this causes a huge amount of complexity for the organization. It’s hard to manage and keep track of all these controls and activities without something falling through the gaps and putting the company at risk. Plus, it’s not user friendly for the users, which will have a negative impact on agility and productivity. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cyolo brings ZTNA 2.0 to any organization.With our ZTNA 2.0 organizations can create their own distributed Cloud and connect both onsite and remote workers, with diverse needs, to their working environment Because our solution is truly adaptive - This org cloud can be assembled from multiple environments like cloud apps and sites, data centers, industrial, mission critical and even offline networksjust run one line of code to deploy our software and connect environments to the organizational cloud in minutes There’s no need to invest in multiple controls and complex projects anymore -It’s super easy to deploy, manage, integrate with the existing environment and scale.____________________The First ZTA to Answer IT & OT NeedsMake consistent with the problem slide(Cyolo is the solution for a distributed, secure workforce)We are enabling effortless transition to the zero-trust model with a solution that’s agnostic to any platform or conditions while never storing customer sensitive information and never granting risky accessWith our ZTNA 2.0 organizations create their own distributed Cloudand connect both onsite and remote workers, with different needs, to their working environment Because our solution is truly adaptive - This org cloud can be assembled from multiple environments – like cloud apps and sites, data centers, industrial, mission critical and even offline networksjust run one line of code to deploy our software and connect environments to the organizational cloud in minutes No need to invest in multiple controls and complex projects anymore - in oppose to what you saw in the previous slide – its super easy to deploy, manage, integrate with the existing environment and scale.Cyolo is more secure, enables better productivity, reduces the Total Cost of Ownership of secure connectivity and provides operational agility like never before . And this is why customers are choosing us (/ 17 customers)____________________With our ZTNA 2.0 organizations can create their own distributed Cloud and connect both onsite and remote users, with different needs, to their working environmentBecause our solution is truly adaptive - This org cloud can be assembled from multiple environments – like cloud apps and sites, data centers, industrial, mission critical and even offline networksThey just need to run one line of code to deploy our software and connect specific environment to the organizational cloudIn addition, organizations don’t need to invest in multiple controls and complex projects anymore - as you saw in the previous slide  – its super easy to deploy, manage, integrate with the existing environment and scale.Cyolo is more secure, enables better productivity, reduces the Total Cost of Ownership of secure connectivity and provides operational agility like never before . this is way customers are choosing us / 17 customres ____________________�(Cyolo reduces operational overhead and improves IT & security teams' responsiveness)(IT or Security team members just need to run one line of code that will deploy our docker based connector (called IDAC, at places that are holding applications and resources in which you want to) and in just a few minutes they are able to provide Zero Trust connectivity to their users and that's it.)(The Users themselves don’t have to install anything (to satisfy multiple controls and remember multiple passwords) they can simply login and do their job)___________________________________________________________________With our ZTNA 2.0 organizations can create their own Identity based organizational Cloud - and connect onsite and remote users, with different needs, to their working environmentBecause our solution is truly adaptive - This org cloud can be assembled from multiple environments – like cloud apps and sites, data centers, industrial, mission critical and even offline networksyou just need to run one line of code that will deploy our docker based connector (called IDAC, at places that are holding applications and resources in which you want to) and in just a few minutes you’ll be able to provide Zero Trust connectivity for your users and that's it. �Users don’t have to install anything (to satisfy multiple controls and remember multiple passwords) they can simply connect and do their jobIn addition, organizations don’t need to invest in multiple controls and complex projects anymore – its super easy to deploy, manage and integrate with the existing environment and scale(Cyolo reduces operational overhead and improves IT & security teams' responsiveness)To summarize - Cyolo is more secure, enables better productivity, reduces the TCO of secure connectivity and provides operational agility like never before ____________________



The Journey to Identity Based Connectivity
Do you know who is connecting to your digital assets?
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Identity Modernization

Rip and replace with 
modern infrastructure

OPTION 1

DIFFICULT   EXPENSIVE   TIME CONSUMING
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PERSONAL STRONG 
IDENTITY PER USER

CYOLO 
VAULT

Generic Accounts / Shared Account
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Identity Federation 
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High Risk Access

Solve the 
High-Risk 
Problems First
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critical missions
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China. Unmanaged device.
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(malfunctioning printer)

High Risk
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
User (1-5)#rd parties, M&A users, business units/sensitive gorgraphic locations, unmanaged devicesLowest level of trust for the user population accessing through Cyolo = 5Example: ad hoc 3rd party access (“we are not familiar with this user but must let him connect to support our critical environment”) = 5System (1-5)Risk level Sensitive data, critical missions, low security posture, accessible externallyHighest Risk level for example (“the system is holding customers personal data, accessible externally and with low security posture due to compatibility issues (cannot upgrade the OS)”) = 5Business Process (1-5)Main / important business functions, impact revenueHigh importanceExample = “its part of our order processing mechanism, our customers /partners are logging in and placing orders of goods /services ”  Urgent pain score: 1*1*1 to 5*5*5
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is how it looks from the users’ point of view – they can just login and do theyre job.It doesn’t matter for them theyre accessing resources located in tottaly different environments and that they are never getting network access.Btw, even though I think that our application portal is nice, it is not a must. We can be copmletely transparent  behind any other existing portal.



Achieving ZTA Goals (Functional) using Cyolo
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Mitigate / Reduce 
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Decrease TCO  
Increase ROI

Improve Process

Seamless 
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Improved Threat 
Detection and 

Audit Reporting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How we help mitigate Risk of BreachEliminate exposure of external attackersSecure critical assets from internal attackersAdd MFA, device auth and SSO to any app or systemHow we Increase Operational ProductivityEasily adapted by usersImprove workforce �productivityAny device, anytime, anywhereSupport urgent access needs easilyHow we help end-users seamlessly adopt new technologySimple to use user portalSingle ID / Pass everywhereSSO Any device, anytime, anywhereHow we Simplify Compliance ReportingTraceable audit trail accessNo sensitive data in the cloudAdvanced compliance featuresCyber InsuranceImprove agility andcost efficiency.Support legacy and native appsBest performance Almog This is the end of the customer’s journey. 10 years ago, we started with this new concept of the cloud . Bringing this Giving you the ability and the flexibility to bring ..Bringing simplicity of the cloud to your complex environment and you’re in a position  you don’t need to care anymore. Put Cyolo in the middle here 



Achieving ZTA Goals (Technical) using Cyolo
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How we help mitigate Risk of BreachMFA & SSO to any app and resourceEnd-to-end encryption & continuous authorizationSecrets vaultApplication access instead of network accessHow we Increase Operational ProductivityJust in time accessDisaster RecoveryIntegrate with all IdPs,; support multiple idPsIdentity federation Local IDPWork with any device & BYODHow we help end-users seamlessly adopt new technologyWeb and native application supportAgentlessFastest ZTNA by designjust in time accessAndroid, iOSWindows, iOS, LinuxHow we Simplify Compliance ReportingSupervised AccessSession recordingCloud or Private PoPFull audit trailIntegrate with security tools and SIEMsImprove agility andcost efficiency.Support legacy and native appsBest performance Almog This is the end of the customer’s journey. 10 years ago, we started with this new concept of the cloud . Bringing this Giving you the ability and the flexibility to bring ..Bringing simplicity of the cloud to your complex environment and you’re in a position  you don’t need to care anymore. Put Cyolo in the middle here 



Thank You!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Endless marketSuper simple solutionCan fit every organization in the worldIt’s way bigger than replacing the VPN… - it’s about changing the way people connect to work,  making it more flexible and way more secure while supporting any existing environment. Endless market Super simple solutionCan fit every organizationWhy now? why 75M:Use of funds:Offer on the tableCompetitors took a lot of moneyCognitive engineExpand GTM and grow faster1:4--> 1:2To lower the risk curveTo signal to the market and customers that we are here for the long run______________________________We have a great opportunity here, and really the time is Now Thank you for your time!
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